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This box is dedicated to resent information
Which include my offering of $25.000, and more.
By
Ric - Ricardo
https://thenewbigbang.net
omnipresentrr@gmail.com
Copyright 2018

The $25K OFFERING.
An offering of $25,000 to any astronaut or entity that can prove that Dark matter does
exist.
The following is what is needed to conduct the Experiment:
One way to confirm the truth about Dark Matter is that any astronaut or any independent
unmanned ship would take a trip as far out into outer space where it is known that dark
matter exists. He or she must fill a clear hermetically sealed container with Dark Matter
and bring it back to Earth, where it could be studied visually. As I previously stated, we
will find that what exists inside the clear sealed container will not be dark but will exist
as a clear nothingness. Now, if science really wants to know the truth, the same way
the scientists have built underground chambers to see if neutrinos exist, then here is a
chance to prove that dark matter does not exist and if dark matter is found, then I will
pay the $25,000 for being wrong. The amount will be deposited into an escrow account,
if necessary.
And I can share with you what I found that relates to DARK MATTER, and NEGATIVE
energy in my section called MATTER

*****************
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Our first encounter with bad food
Our health starts with our parents. If they ate excess sugars, salts, and fats, they will
later pass on their bad health to us in our genes. When we are born, most of us are
fed the healthiest food possible directly from our mother’s breast; however, after a few
months of life, we are fed cooked foods, which may or may not be healthy. Then, upon
reaching our first year on earth, most of us have our first birthday celebration, and this is
also the day that we are first introduced to the mechanical time system, and unhealthy
things to eat in the name of feasting or celebrating, to which we also give the name
“partying.”
Many of us will remember our first birth day party, where our parents presented us with
a cake, soda, ice-cream, and candy, all foods high in sugar and other
unwanted enemies such as salts and fats. Sadly it is hard to take these food enemies
away without our children seeing their parents negatively. Halloween arrives, and in the
name of “feasting,” kids are put on the road to becoming diabetics because of the high
concentration of sugar, and the fat that clogs up your arteries and raises your blood
pressure just a little more. I know some parents will say, “what else could we have
given them as kids!”
Fortunately, they are many things we can still do to keep our children healthy, such as
by feeding them homemade banana popsicles, which are easy to make: take very ripe
bananas, add a little honey, mix it together and pour the mixture into plastic cups and
freeze them. It is a very easy and healthy way to start feeding your young, loved ones.
In addition to mixing bananas with honey, you can also add wheat germ, granola, and
chopped nuts to create a healthy candy bar that is good for them, and for us. For more
on recipes visit my section on health in Omnipresent I.
As adults, we also need to change our minds about “partying,” feasting, or celebrating,
and I say “our minds,” because at a certain age we are conscious of what we are doing.
Before we are one year old, the fault is with our parents, but when we grow up, parties
or feasts, or what we call celebrations, in most cases include soda or alcohol. Alcohol is
bad for the liver, and it contains sugar, so when mixed with a sugary soda too, it will also
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put you on the road to becoming a diabetic, and if you smoke, no matter what kind
of smoke you inhale, it will affect your lungs.
Additionally, many people eat on the road, because their lifestyle, and most fast food
places serve burgers or ribs, and these foods unfortunately open the door to high blood
pressure, and eventually a stroke, and furthermore, cancer. You can read more about
this subject at my webpage www.thenewbigbang.net, but you should remember
that heartburn, which is due to a high intake of proteins from fatty foods, will open the
door to an ulcer that can become cancerous.
Nowadays the pharmaceutical companies will tell you to take Tums or Prevacid, so they
can make money from your bad eating habits, if you stay on this road of deadly eating.
The health systems that now exists will cost you an additional “arm and a leg” making a
guaranteed income for doctors and hospitals that benefit from your bad eating habits.
Therefore, keep an eye open. I went through this, and like many others I had to pay the
price for the damage done by eating unhealthy foods, I asked myself how and when I
began to get high blood pressure, and cancer, and when I nearly became a diabetic, I
saw that WE ARE WHAT WE EAT! I am so lucky to have been able to redirect my life, to
continue existing in this existing moment called the omnipresent moment in a
healthier way.
Our life depends on our health long before we are born, for it starts with the bad eating
habits of our farther and mother when they were unaware of the time we now know as
the year 2013, which is understandable. However, we are born with all the salt that our
body needs via vegetables and the sugar that we need was also given to us in fruits. Of
great importance is that the amount of food that our body needs for survival is in
proportion with what is found in fruits. This is that the amount of sugar that our kids
need in that ratio of sweetness. In the agrarian stage, it was natural to store leftover
foods like fruits by boiling and canning them in glass jars for future use or used in
making pies. But when we consume more than that natural quota of sugar and salt and
when we see the world of fast food as the way to exist, we get into trouble and start on
the road to diabetes. So I hope that what I am sharing can help you find a better way of
eating.
**** We are what we eat.****
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***************
The 3 stages of who am I
Who am I as stage # I as the road we are born on?
Let me share with you some of the things that have been found that are related to this
subject of who I am as the human that started out as that speck of life that was
permitted to exist at a particular moment in Earth's rotation. Once I was here I would be
the only one that would be traveling a particular road, only at a particular moment.
Others have traveled on this same road, but at a different moment. Others will also
travel it, and use the same seat in the same school, etc. What makes me unique is that
I am the only one traveling that road as my moment. I am the only one adjusting and
reshaping to my surrounding as this particular moment.
Since two things cannot be in the same place at the same moment, I am that moment
that was permitted to come into life as a human. I say permitted because life is a gift
that comes only as a result of this pure energy's existence. IT has allowed life to exist
as a result of ITS reshaping, which permitted me to be here as a thought; because as
humans, we too are omnipresent.
This would mean that you and I are 100% of that pure energy or what we call the
Creator in which we live as an omnipresent thought. You can say that you are
everything that exists and everything that exists is you.
But let us get back to that which we think we are. We can then say that you are all
those roads that only you traveled on at exactly that particular moment in Earth's
rotation.
Here is an interesting thought related to IT and life. You are here because you exist as
life. Your life is housed within a body that started at conception, developed into a baby,
and kept reshaping into maturity. But the life force that exists as you does not change
throughout your life. It is constant, it does not reshape during your life. I find it strange in
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that life is the only thing that does not change. I have to take back having said that the
only thing that does not change is change itself. I should have said that change is the
duality to life that is constant as IT.
Your inner self makes you different from others. You were the only person born in that
particular moment in that particular place on this planet. You were the only one
permitted to travel on those particular roads, attend those particular schools, and meet
those particular friends. Sure, there were others on those roads, in those classrooms,
befriending the same friends, but not in the same moment or way that you did. Your
decisions and perceptions came from your inner self.
⌘~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~⌘
Who are we? To the mind we are Tom, Dick, and Harry. To the spirit we are IT
❀~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~❀
Instead, we attach ourselves to our work, our household, our material belongings, and
even our children. We actually believe that our children be long to us. Even as adults,
we believe we belong to our parents! A day will come, possibly not until we are dying,
when we realize that we cannot take any of our possessions with us, for nothing ever
belonged to us.

One more possibility
If IT reshaped into everything that exists on this planet as ITS heated weight, there
could be the possibility that IT used ITS weight on some other part of ITSELF (the
Universe) as ITS weight to reshape ITSELF with mobility, as life. I do not doubt the
possibility that I could have inter-planetary cousins as the result of ITS reshaping ITS
heated weight. IT very well could use ITS weight within ITS nothingness to form extraterrestrial bodies, especially when here on Earth IT used ITS weight and nothingness to
produce very pretty humans in all colors and sizes, having minds that can know
everything exists as ITS weight within a huge, cold nothingness (the Universe), which
we now understand as the omnipresent IT. Future astronauts will see and share more
information related to the things that IT exists as other parts of ITS heated weight and
nothingness; and I hope that as these future astronauts come in contact with these
other parts of IT, they remember the meaning of omnipresent, for to do so is to
understand IT as God, or that which exists as pure energy. When we, with our human
minds, can accept what this word implies, we, as minds, can accept ITS total
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omnipresence, and we, as minds, will then be able to answer the questions: Who am I?
and Why am I here? To which my mind for now answers "Thank you IT, for permitting
me to be here as fragments of your heated weight surrounded by your divine, conscious
nothingness." You might better understand IT if you recall we are not who we think we
are; we are IT as IT evolves.
Stage 2
Who are we scientifically?
Here is one more way to understand who are we scientifically, let me take you first to
what the scientific community reached as its finding, the scientific community got to
where they found that, if you and I are made of matter, and that every type of atom that
you have , are of the same type, as an example there is no difference in the atoms that
we has humans have, take for example your body has the same calcium atoms that
you have are the same type of calcium atoms that everyone else has, and this also
applies to every type of atoms as the elements that our bodies have, then what is it
scientifically that makes you different from the rest of us, and this is as far as the
scientific community got to as human understanding as matter and as the atoms that
make our existence possible , So in short to the scientific community way of thinking,
was that if you and I are made from the same material (atoms)Then what is it that
makes you different from me , which I will explain shortly what does make each one of
us different, but for now let me end what I started with, which is that since the scientific
community way of thinking was as atoms, they just needed to take one more step
further, which is that they had to stop seeing things as atoms and go inside the atom
itself which is what will show us what makes you and I different .
Who are we as the 3rd stage?
WHAT IS IT THAT MAKES US DIFFERENT?
What makes you different from everyone else? Let’s start with you. In order for you to
exist, you have to be made of matter and all matter comes from atoms. All atoms in
order to exist have to have protons and neutrons and everything else that exists inside
the atom. This is the way most of the scientific community would explain it. However,
now all they need to do is to take it one step further. They have to stop seeing things as
atoms and go inside the atom itself. This will show us what makes you and I different.
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We have to remember that these atoms exist only because of what exists as Pure
Energy.
And this pure energy exist as heat, and this heat that existed as a singularity decided
to fragment itself to search for all existing possibilities that it could exist as its
heated weight, which it did. This is what is known as the Big Bang. First of all, this
heated weight that existed as a singularity became matter and is known as hydrogen
atom and then as helium and all the other elements that follow. This is what now exists
as the elements that make our existence possible.
In order to understand what makes you different from me other than the first 2 stages, is
the following example: The calcium atoms that I have are exactly of the same type on
the outside, just like all the other atoms. However, what makes my atoms different
from yours is that the fragments of the heated weight that exist inside my atoms
as matter are not the same as the fragments of heated weight that exist inside
your body as atoms. And now in 2018, it’s possible to understand because this
information did not exist prior to 2018.
Since we are on the subject, let’s take one more step which has never been touched or
written about before. Now you know that you are different from everyone else because
of the different fragments
of heated weight that are inside your atoms which came from this Pure Energy when it
existed as a singularity. Here is more information that relates to what exists as Pure
Energy. When this Pure Energy existed as a singularity, nothing existed as matter
because this Pure Energy had not yet become what now exists as the Universe. My
understanding is that when this Pure Energy existed as a singularity, nothing was
happening, and to me, whoever is there as this Pure Energy has intelligence and I say
this because we are totally made from these fragments that came from this stuff called
Pure Energy. I have no problem giving credit where credit is due. And you can read
more about it in my section called, Who Made Us.
So as I see it, whoever is there as this heated weight decided to fragment all of its
heated weight in search of all the existing possibilities that its heated weight could
transform, transmute or as I say reshape into.
And I have to be grateful IT did,
otherwise you and I would not be here at this moment in ITS existence.
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All the above information is good to know, but there is still something else you need to
know, which was not known before until I was allowed to exist as the fragments of
heated weight that I exist as. Therefore, now that we know what makes everything that
exists as being different, there is something that unites us all and everything else that
exists which is the way IT also exists as. However, not as the heated weight that exists
as Pure Energy because Pure Energy only exists as 1%.
The other way that whoever IT is exists is what is known scientifically as negative
energy. The reason why scientists call it negative energy is as I have said elsewhere,
our human mind can only understand something if it exists as something. And if
something does exist, it has to have a fragment of the heated weight that existed from
the heated weight that came from the moment of the Big Bang. When they found that
something did exist out there as what they found as the empty space that exists as the
empty universe, they didn’t know what to name it so they called it negative energy.
Since the heated weight was labeled to be the positive, as what exists as protons and
neutrons, they also gave it the name with the word energy because they felt that this
negative something had to have come from the Big Bang which is not true.
You, the reader, can see for yourself by seeing the visual called The New Big Bang
Without the Bang that the empty space that now exists called negative energy that
exists as 99%, is the same empty space that exists as what is inside every atom, as
99% empty space because they are both the same empty space. However, we need to
remember that this empty space does exist. In short, every empty space that exists
inside every atom is the same empty space that all other atoms have as their empty
space and this empty space inside the Universe is the same empty space, which is
called negative energy and dark matter. This can be easy to understand when we
remember that all the heated weight comes from the same source that existed as a
singularity and this heated weight can only exist inside of what exists as this emptiness.
You can read more about this in my other writings.
Another way to look at this is that everything that exists has to have a relation to the
heated weight that exists as a singularity which existed at the moment of the Big Bang.
Everything that is related to this heated weight can only exist inside of what exists as
this empty space. Imagine that you are looking at the universe from as far away as you
can, what you will notice is that everything that exists is inside this place called the
empty universe, and everything that exists that is made of matter is made of atoms and
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all of these atoms have their interior as 99% empty space. This empty space is inside
of the 99% empty space that exists outside as the Universe.
The scientific community can understand what I am saying when they remember that
everything that exists starting from the matter can only exist inside of this empty
nothingness as the empty universe. Every atom that exists can only exist inside of this
nothingness that exists as negative energy and every atom that exists has this empty
nothingness inside as what exists as matter. What no one yet has seen is that the
empty nothingness inside every atom is the same nothingness that exists outside.
I will end this section by saying that there is someone there and this could be
understood by just remembering that there already is something which is called Pure
Energy. If this Pure Energy were not there, then you and I and everything that now
exists would not be here.
Everything came from fragments of that Pure Energy.
However, what was overlooked before was that for matter to exist, it had to exist with
the empty nothingness that exists inside every atom. And for atoms to exist they, too,
had to exist inside of whomever IT is that exists as this empty nothingness that exists as
the empty universe labeled negative energy.
As I have stated many times before, the only word that I found that exists for something
that exists as a nothingness is the word spirit, which means something that exists but
does not exist as something. The great thing is that whoever IT is left a door that we
can connect to IT. Those of you that are interested in knowing more can read the
section called Meditation. Up until now all we can do is personally connect with this
nothingness in meditation and in doing so, something will happen only for you. And I
need to remind the readers that I do not have a scientific background.
Who are we as extras to stage 3 as an ARTERY?
Let me start explaining why this section on the subject as to who are we, a subject that
no one yet has fully detailed, and there have been two (2) attempts before me made to
explain “who are we”.
And the third attempt was made by me, which was based on what I saw as the definition
given by science.
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Let me explain this in the simplest way possible, it was because in seeing what the
scientific minds saw was when I became aware that what was needed was to remind
the scientific community that for us to better understand who we are, we needed to
remember what we were looking for in an answer that was coming from what existed as
an artery. Now let me try and explain this.
So let us start with you, in order for you to exist you have to be made of matter, and all
matter comes from atoms, and all atoms in order to exist have to have protons, and
neutrons, and everything else that exist inside the atom, now this is the way most of the
scientific community, would explain it.
WHY AN ARTERY
Why do I say it is an artery, or better still arteries? Let’s start with where did this artery
begin its formation? To explain this we have to go back to where everything got started,
which is what is known as the big bang, which is when there existed a dense singular
heated weight, and it was from this one singular heated weight that exploded into
quantifiable fragments to become hydrogen atoms. Now I need that you, the reader, to
remember that fragments that came from this one singular heated weight are now
individual fragments, and that each fragmented heated weight is not the same as the
other heated weight that exist in other atoms; that they all came from the same place,
yes, but they now exist as different portions which is what makes every atom an
individual in itself. And they will now become arteries; one of them is called chemistry,
which is where there exist 96 different types of atoms, and science has classified them
with different numbers that relate to each one. Number one is called hydrogen, which
has one proton, and what this means is that every hydrogen atom has the same as
heated weight as the other hydrogen atoms and science then says that atom #2 is
helium. That helium has more protons in it, and that every one that follows will have
more protons in it. But I need that you, the reader, try and remember that all atoms
have this fragmented heated weight inside, which is the heated weight that came from
the one heated weight that existed as a singularity, that belongs to that which exist as
pure energy. Yet I find that when most people who talk about what is inside the atom,
they refer to the protons or neutrons and all the other Particles inside, and here is where
I feel the scientific community lost track of what they knew existed as the heated weight
that existed as a singularity, but more important they the scientific community forgot that
atoms are what, or better still who is IT, that exists as this pure energy, and what it is
doing with one of ITS components, that exist as ITS heated weight .
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Now I use this area called chemistry as an artery because everything that exists is
based on chemistry, as an example, biology, and I use biology because we exist as the
chemical body that we have that refers to who we are.
Now I again have to take you back to where all arteries got their start from, which was
the heated weight that got fragmented into atoms to become matter.
Now some cosmologists, such as Neil deGrasse Tyson, say that we came from
stardust. This is true, but he also doesn’t remember that what they are studying
as cosmology is just an artery. He, too, just had to take one more step further
and remember that the stardust that we are made from came from the heated
weight that existed as a singularity.
It is of importance to use science because as science it either is or is not. By this I
mean that it is not a philosophy, or a concept, or theory, for what I am writing you is what
is, to which I have to add that I could not write what I am writing you if it was not the
advancements in science that exist at this moment in human understanding, for what I
am writing could not have been written let’s say, in 1950.
So let’s go back to what science refers to when they speak about who we are as atoms;
when they say that all the atoms that you and I have are of the same type, which is OK
to think this way but to do so means that we have forgotten where these atoms came
from as their origin and most important is that what makes you different from me is that
your portions of your heated weight are not the same portions that I have as ITS heated
weight, but everything that exists like you and me all or linked by the same 99.99 % of
this infinite nothingness that exists that belongs to that which exist as that which is
known as pure energy, as ITS shell body known as the existing universe, and is what
gives meaning to the word omnipresent.

*****************
THE ATOMIC CLOCK
Before you begin to read this section that relates to TIME, the first thing to remember is
that when anyone uses the word “time” you have to remember that the word “time” and
its meaning exists as this:
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Time is only a human invention that serves only as a human convenience so that
two or more people can find themselves at a particular earth rotation. However, our
time system is not universal, and our mechanical time system cannot be used outside of
our galaxy. For example: If a spaceship from earth is traveling outside our galaxy and it
encounters a ship that is not from our galaxy, and they are trying to tell each other how
long it will take for them to reach each other. Would the earth ship say that they can
reach each other in a few hours, days, weeks months, or even years?
The first thing that the earth ship has to remember is that our time system is based on
the time the earth makes one rotation, which is what we call one day or every time the
earth makes one rotation around the moon, we call a month and one year only means
how long our planet takes to go around our solar sun.
But as earthlings, we have to remember that anyone that does not exist within our
galaxy will have a way of understanding their existence differently. Then again, these
aliens may be aware that they, like us, only exist as one moment within their existence.
If these aliens have a solar sun that is farther away from their planet than ours, to them
one year is longer than ours, but their living existence will be the same as ours because
if both of them were in the same room, they would be living as the same existing
moment even if they both have different time systems.
Anyway, I hope you will find what follows as the subject called TIME, interesting.
And for all of the minds that feel that time does exist, you should remember that the
search to corner this thing called time, reached its maximum when the Atomic clock was
built so as to measure the accuracy of what time is. They found that when the Atomic
clock was taken as far away from the earth’s gravitational pull, it ran faster, and what
this means is that time is still a human invention and it is not a constant and time is
different for different people at different places on this planet.
As I have said elsewhere, the majority of us humans are introduced into this mechanical
time system when we are one year old and we are governed by this mechanical time
system until we die. However, this mechanical time system is not universal and cannot
be used outside of our galaxy.
For a more detail of what is Time read section called TIME at. www.thenewbigbang.net
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*****************
Adolph Hitler
Did you know that Adolph Hitler did more for the liberation of the American women than
any other single person did? It’s true. Consider this: All able-bodied men from the USA
went to war while the women remained at home to run the industries that were
previously run by males. When many of the men did not return, women continued to
staff those jobs. What’s more, women began pursuing other careers previously
dominated by men.
Hitler and the black man
Hitler, also unknowingly, gave the black American male a push in the direction of getting
more equality at home. Having been recruited to fight in WW II, black men fought
equally next to the white men when they returned home the struggle for equality
continued.
❀~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~❀
**Adolph Hitler impersonated Charlie Chaplin’s moustache.**
⌘~~~~~~~~~~~~~~⌘~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~⌘~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~⌘

Contamination
Many countries begin every year with an unspoken agreement to take part in the
contamination of this planet. The smoke in the wake of the New Year’s Eve fireworks is
so thick that we lose our sense of the fresh night air. This smoke remains in our
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atmosphere far longer than it remains in our streets—it will endure throughout our lives
as well as the lives of our children. However, the human race began contaminating the
planet long before fireworks existed.
Our personal contribution to contamination begins about six months before we are born
when our parents prepare for our arrival by buying cribs, bibs, blankets, bottles, toys,
and all else that we may need as an infant. These so needed baby accessories come
at the expense of land and water. In their production, they leave behind scraps and
excess dyes, factory waste that must be disposed of someplace — some area of land or
water.
Even when we clean, we contaminate. The chemical compounds in soaps and
detergents, waxes and deodorizers, all that we use to wash our bodies, kitchens, cars,
and all the material belongings we desire to keep looking new adds to the contamination
of our planet. Think about all our material belongings! Our need for them leads to
cutting down trees, turning islands into landfills, polluting our waters, and poisoning
animals and even humans!
We contaminate for our want of televisions, radios, cell phones, furniture, and clothing.
Think of the jewelry we wear on our necks to show our belief in a god or of all the
religious ornaments that we hang on holidays. Multiply your belongings alone by several
billion. What happens to these billions and billions of things when we are finished using
them?
Is it possible for us to think positively about this contamination?
grateful for it?

Might we even be

Let’s look at cars. The production of cars produces toxic waste and garbage in general,
and the production of our one car’s waste doesn’t end after its purchase.
As it ages, its muffler and exhaust will also age and leak polluting fumes, so what do we
do to stop it? We replace the old exhaust pipes with new ones that were manufactured
in a factory and contaminated some area. Not only that, but the old parts have now
become trash. So, by replacing the muffler to stop the contamination of the air in one
place, we perpetuate the contamination of another area. Yet our cars are great
conveniences; they get us where we want to go.
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Contamination is going to continue until the day we die and continues for years after our
deaths. Our decomposing bodies will leach into the surrounding soil and contaminate
it. Caskets themselves are foreign objects in the earth, infusing the soil and the roots of
grasses, flowers, and trees with varnishes, metals, and plastic contaminants.
You may now be asking yourself, "What can I do?"
You can be grateful to contamination; look at all the conveniences and luxuries and
shiny new things we have as a result of it!
Our GOD (Pure Energy) began contaminating the universe long before we even
existed. We can see meteors as contamination since they often destroy other existing
areas of the universe. We can see smoke from forest fires as contamination as it robs
flora and fauna of oxygen and life. We can see ash from volcanoes as contamination
for dirtying the air and ground. Yet without smoke we would have no warning of fire.
Without ash, we would not have the substance to make cement.
And without cement, we would not have concrete blocks or high rises or sidewalks.
Contamination cannot stop, but it can be transferred. We use contamination to further
our needs.
❀~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~❀
***We should be grateful for contamination.***
⌘~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~⌘

Transferring energy
It could be understood that contamination is created, that material goods are created,
that even our wants and needs are created, but in this examination of the universe, it’s
evident that since everything comes from this pure energy, and this pure energy cannot
be created, or destroyed.
We do not even create music. We transfer energy from one form to another. The body
transfers energy to the instrument and the instrument likewise transfers energy to the
environment as notes that our ears hear and our brains perceive as music.
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** Music cannot exist without the silence (the nothingness) that exist in-between
the notes ***

***************

